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staff Is enough to show that the public has to pay unnecessarily for work which could clearly be clone in less costly manner were it under direct Government control, both at headquarters and in the districts. The economic disadvantage is not the only one from which the public suffers by this arrangement. Worse is the rigidity which this arrangement imparts to the food organisation. Since the body responsible for storage and transport is outside Governments the officers who have to administer food in the districts, to whom all complaints come and on whom people urge their grievances, have neither sufficient knowledge of, nor sufficient authority over stocks, etc*, to be able to move them around quickly to meet an emergency. The whole system has to work on a quota basis rather than on the assurance of minimum ration depending on the supply position. For instance, even if off-takes go up, and stocks are exhausted, fresh supplies cannot be brought in quickly.
Another unfavourable result of the present system is the bifurcation of responsibility in what is essentially a single function. The Corporation has no interest in what happens outside its godowns, the general supply position or the actual distribution* The responsibility for seeing that the people are actually fed is on the district officers who have no authority over the stocks beyond the quota communicated to them from month to month* Further, the Corporation does not do any real procurement, It waits for the grain to be brought to its godowns through the efforts of the revenue establishment on whom falls the unpopularity and hard work of getting the grain. We are certain that the revenue authorities would be able, without undue difficulty or strain, to manage the work done now by the Hyderabad Commercial Corporation, nor should the headquarters work present any special difficulty to the Supply Department of the Secretariat. The total amount of grain handled is comparatively small, about 2.50 lakh tons, 1.75 lakh tons from local procurement and 60 thousand tons imported from outside. This is one lakh tons less than needed by the single city of Bombay. In terms of the actual distribution of grain, nearly 1.5 lakh tons out of 2 lakhs are distributed in the single rationed areas of Hyderabad and Secunderabad, so that the balance left for storing in the districts is extremely small in any event. Whatever the necessity for this Corporation may have been in the spacious days of

